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My thanks to Ocean Sailor reader, John 
Buckley, of Harbour Marine Services, for 
bringing the following to my attention:

‘Statement from the Chief Inspector of the 
Marine Accident Investigation Branch

This report builds on the Safety Bulletin the 
MAIB issued last year, and there are some 
important safety lessons for all yacht owners 
and operators to consider during the winter 
maintenance period.

The failure of Tyger of London’s keel is a 
timely reminder that a yacht’s keel is a safety 
critical item, and it should be surveyed and 
inspected regularly with this in mind. If 
owners have any doubt about the design 
or condition of the keel or its securing 
arrangements, they should seek specialist 
advice without delay.’

Such a statement coming from the 
government appointed body to investigate 
shipwrecks and their cause, beggars belief. 
What makes me mad is that the Chief 
Inspector has not identified that yachts 
designed with bolt-on keels are susceptible 
to these keel failures, but not all yachts 
are built this way. The ‘important safety 
lessons’ ignore the real issue, namely 
that the bolt-on keel method of yacht 
construction confers a built-in risk to 
sailors who venture far offshore.

The point is that a yacht’s keel should not 
be a safety critical item at all.

What the Chief Inspector should have 
said is that yachts with bolt-on keels are 
not suitable for sailing out of the reach of 
rescue services, but instead he told owners 
to check that their keels were not detaching 
during winter maintenance, as if this is 
normal practice!

He should have made the distinction 
between bolt-on keel yachts and yachts 
which have keels that are an integral 
part of the boat. It’s a bit like saying the 
foundations of a house are a ‘safety critical 

item’ and therefore should be checked for 
subsidence after winter rains. Yet it’s only 
the foundations of those houses built on 
sand which need to be checked after winter 
rains.

When will international bodies lobby for 
changes to regulations like the Recreational 
Craft Directive (RCD) insisting they 
recognise that yachts with bolt-on keels are 
not suitable to sail across oceans? If the keel 
becomes detached from the hull of a sailing 
yacht when she’s out of reach of rescue 
service range the probability of loss of life 
is grave, as the sailors aboard the bolt-on 
keeled Cheeki Rafiki and sadly many other 
yachts have tragically found out.

How can the Chief Inspector have failed 
to identify that yachts with bolt on keels 
should not be awarded an RCD ~Cat A 
Ocean status when he has clearly shown 
he has identified this construction 
method as a serious risk to safety, 
especially when the yacht is taken 
offshore?

If the yachts which lost keels, ( a not 
infrequent catastrophe, see ‘Are we facing 
a keel and rudder ‘Time Bomb’, Ocean 
Sailor February edition ), were commercial 
vessels with hundreds of people on board 
there would be an uproar. What would 
follow, and rightly so, would be that such a 
construction method would be condemned 
as not fit for purpose. 
At the present time, thousands of new 
yachts with bolt-on keels are launched 
every year with RCD Category A-Ocean 
certification. These yachts are fine 
for inshore sailing, but where is the 
justification for grading them as fit to cross 
oceans?

It’s about time this ludicrous RCD A 
Ocean rating is corrected before more 
unsuspecting sailors are mislead into the 
conclusion that an ocean rating means it’s 
actually suitable for ocean sailing.

We are very happy to receive 
readers comments and would 
really appreciate your feedback 
on any element of Ocean Sailor. 

Contact us at:
hello@oceansailormagazine.com
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Weather Feature

Offshore satellite communications 
have improved beyond recognition over 
recent years. Time was when skippers 
had to rely on HF radio transmissions 
or weather fax, which were based on the 
same communication system, to access 
weather. Most radio operators, for that’s 
what you needed to be, would agree that the 
vagaries and complications of managing 
the equipment and the airwaves was a dark 
art that only dedicated radio enthusiasts 
could master. What’s more, most skippers 
accepted that once they were over three 
or four days out, they had to rely on their 
own short term weather forecasting from 
barometer and hydrometer measurements, 
combined with an assessment of cloud 
formation.

Whilst this provided skippers with a 
heightened sense of awareness, the 
deductions made were uncertain. The 
crew of an independent ocean cruising 
yacht simply had to take what weather was 
coming. 

The advent of affordable and reliable 
satellite communications has changed that. 
Skippers, anywhere on the oceans, can now 

very easily download weather forecast grib 
files to keep themselves better informed 
about the weather, wind and sea conditions 
they can expect. Even so, it’s as well to 
remember the following:

1. It’s a forecast and however sophisticated 
the computerised models become, 
occasionally the computers get it wrong 
and forecasters are surprised by an ‘off 
the grid’ weather system development. 

2. Add ten knots to the wind forecast if 
you’re going upwind, to convert the true 
wind forecast to apparent, which is what 
it will feel like. 

3. These worldwide computer analytics will 
not show local weather variances. 

For example, if you are sailing in the 
tropics, particularly as the season moves 
towards the summer, forecasts will not pick 
up nasty, little thunderstorms that can turn 
a lovely calm evening with 10kts of wind, 
into a 40kt white squall maelstrom in just 
minutes, yet be gone again 15 mins later, 
leaving blown out sails and carnage in its 
wake, so keep a weather eye out.

In my experience. the forecast for the first 
24 hours is likely to be 90-95% accurate, 
48 hours 70-80%, 72 hours 55-60%, at 96 
hours its 50/50 and at 120 hours, five days, 
30-40 % but it does depend where you are 
in the world and how intense the weather 
systems are. In certain places around the 
world once a weather system has formed, 
the certainty of it, and it’s associated 
weather fronts, moving in a given direction, 
can be very high. 

Generally, the accuracy of forecasts beyond 
five days is questionable and can only be 
used as a guide of what might occur.

Furnished with good weather info, you 
may not be able to completely avoid heavy 
weather, but you can know where and when 
it’s coming. That gives modern skippers a 
huge safety advantage compared to their 
counterparts of just a few years ago.

Please don’t misunderstand, I am not 
falling in line with the mistaken belief that 
with good forecasting or a fast boat, you’ll 
never have to sail in heavy weather. I have 
heard some shockingly foolish statements 
made by salesmen at boat shows. One 
Ocean Sailor follower, Ivan Clarke from New 
Zealand, asked a Jeanneau salesman at the 
Sydney Boat Show how the yacht would fare 
in heavy weather. He was told: ‘You’ll never 
know, sir, this yacht is so fast she’ll out-run 
the weather.’!

Nevertheless, with a good understanding 
of the weather charts that are derived from 
grib files, one can ‘load the dice’ in your 
favour, so that, rather than head straight 
into the heart of a weather system, you can 
make a course change and avoid the worst 
of it. That can make the difference between 
a tough sail and a survival situation.

I believe it is necessary for any skipper that 
is intending to go on offshore passages of 
more than three or four days to be able to 
read and understand weather charts. It is 
not sufficient to rely on weather forecasts 
that predict at xyz place next Tuesday there 
will be 15kts of wind from the south-west, 
or to pick up a digital animated graphic 
forecast from a website such as Windy or 
Predict Wind.

You need to know what’s going on.

These animated forecasts are helpful while 
you are learning to understand a weather 
chart, but weather systems are so fluid 
that you need to understand how weather 
systems are building, deepening, declining 
and moving, so you can form a probability 
in your own mind as to what might happen.
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Weather Feature

In this series, I will explain the rudiments 
of understanding weather, and how to read 
the weather charts. The article ‘Systems, 
Satellites and Software’ on page 12 written 
by Tom Copper, sheds some light on the 
confusing array of satellite communication 
systems and software programs that are 
available to enable sailors to communicate 
to the web, where weather information can 
be accessed.

In simplistic terms, weather is the result 
of the uneven heating of the earth’s 
atmosphere and the movement of the air 
as it cools or warms up during summer 
and winter, and day and night, combined 
with the Coriolis Effect which throws the 
weather systems off of a fixed position. 

The Coriolis Effect (above) is created by the 
rotation of the earth as it spins around its 
axis.

The Coriolis Effect
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Firstly, we need to understand the weather 
systems, and particular, the wind and sea 
state that these systems might generate in 
given circumstances.

If you want to understand meteorology 
in more detail, there are many very 
good books written from a yachtsman’s 
perspective. In this month’s Mariners 
Bookshelf section Dick Durham has 
recommended his favourite.
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These are generally more stable systems 
created by cool air from the higher 
atmosphere dropping down onto the earth’s 
surface. The winds generated are caused by 
the dropping air spreading as it comes to 
the earth’s surface.

These systems generally create lighter 
winds, are mostly larger than low-pressure 
systems, and move around slower than 
low-pressure systems.

These are however, circumstances in which 
two high-pressure systems in proximity of 
one another will create a pressure squeeze 
between them that then generates strong 
winds. Also, otherwise lighter winds from 
a high-pressure system may become 
exacerbated in the proximity of a low-
pressure system, particularly a cyclone, 
when effectively the cyclone sucks air in 
from the weather systems around it. This 
effect can be felt many hundreds or even a 
thousand miles away from the cyclone itself.

Whilst sailors generally welcome the onset 
of a high-pressure system, it must also be 
understood that as one moves to the centre 
of the high-pressure system, slack, or no 
wind at all, may be experienced. The need 
to ‘choreograph’ your route around the 
systems as they move, to maintain good 
wind, is essential for the blue water cruiser.

There are two main types of weather systems, high pressure and low pressure:

Weather Feature

High-pressure systems

High Pressure

Cold air sinks

Air spirals
out clockwise
at low levels

Low Pressure

Rising warm air
draws more air in

Air spirals upwards
anticlockwise at

low levels Air flows towards
low pressure
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Weather Feature

In simplistic terms, these systems are 
created by the convection of warm air.
As air is warmed up over land or sea and 
rises, ambient air is pulled in to replace the 
air that has risen.

As the name suggests, as lower atmospheric 
air ascends it creates low pressure at its 
base, which ambient air rushes in to fill. 
The Coriolis Effect then starts the weather 
system spinning, and the rotation of the 
earth throws the weather system off across 
the earth’s surface.

Low-pressure systems generally create 
more wind than high-pressure systems 
and can be much more violent. Cyclones, 
hurricanes and typhoons, which are all 
the same things, are intense low-pressure 
systems.

Low-pressure systems often generate both 
warm, and cold fronts as they drag in air 
from surrounding areas. It’s important that 
sailors understand the severe wind and sea 
state conditions that may occur as these 

fronts, particularly cold fronts, affect the 
area they are in.

In the account I’ve written on a voyage 
from Madagascar to Cape Town alongside 
this article, I have explained the potential 
consequences of running into the extreme 
weather that such low-pressure systems 
can produce.

Low-pressure systems High Pressure

Cold air sinks

Air spirals
out clockwise
at low levels

Low Pressure

Rising warm air
draws more air in

Air spirals upwards
anticlockwise at

low levels Air flows towards
low pressure
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Weather Feature

Next Month

Look at the weather charts below and you 
can see the huge cold front generated by 
the remainder of Hurricane Teddy, which 
stretches right across the Atlantic east 
to west.

If you were heading for Europe from 
Boston or Annapolis when Teddy formed, 

I want to stress that gaining a 
better understanding of weather is 
complementary to sailing in a well-founded 
seaworthy yacht and to good seamanship. It 
can never be an alternative to either.

way down in the Atlantic, level with the 
Caribbean, it’s difficult to see how you 
could avoid going through the cold front. 
Mitigating the wind generated by the 
hurricane a thousand miles away would be 
fine, but outrunning the front wouldn’t be 
an option.  

How the weather systems actually move over a 20-day voyage compared to 
forecasts and what that means to our on route passage plan.
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Weather Feature

It became clear that if we stopped at Bassas 
Da India it might be a close call.

With a heavy heart, I told the guys we 
couldn’t stop and that we needed to get to 
Durban before the storm hit. The charts in 
the area carry a warning to mariners that 
waves in excess of 20m (66ft) have been 
reported in this area!

We cracked on making good progress and 
covered just under 200nm in the following 
24 hours. I began to think I had been 
overcautious, maybe we could have stopped 
and dived for the day, but the next weather 
download removed any complacency, 
the storm was speeding up, fuelled by 
the warm waters flowing down from the 
Mozambique Channel. It was now moving 
at just under 10kts and deepening. It had 
also begun to throw out a cold front which 
was already more than 200nm long.

It still looked like we would beat it to 
Durban, where most of the crew were due 
to fly out back to the UK, but I began to 
consider that Richards Bay, some 80nm 
nearer, might be a handy fall back plan.

With less than two days to run, Richards 
Bay became the primary target, as the 
storm continued to increase its speed. It 
was gobbling up the miles at over 12kts an 
hour and the vicious front now stretched 
over 500nm from the east coast of South 
Africa out into the Indian Ocean. There 
would be no going around it, we either got 
to port or were going to have to go through 
it. The storm had passed Port Elizabeth and 
had 400nm to run to Richards Bay, we had 
300nm to go. If we kept up 10kts we would 
beat it to Richards Bay by three hours.

We ran on under sail and power, covering 
245nm in the following 24 hours and now 
had just under six hours and only 55nm 
to run. The storm however had sped up to 
14kts. It would be a very close call.

There was no longer any talk from the crew 
of whether we still could have dived at 
Bassas Da Indian. The storm, our Nemesis, 
was now only 80nm from our safe haven.

With three hours to go the wind died, the 
proverbial calm before the storm. There 
was an eerie silence that spread over the 
greasy flat swell of the sea, and my crew. 
We furled all sails and I cranked up the iron 
tops’l (engine) to 2600rpm, well above the 
engine’s cruising speed, to keep up to 10kts.

As the entrance to Richards Bay came in 
distant sight, we could see the monstrous 
front stretching across the horizon into the 
distance, like something out of a Steven 
Spielberg movie. We could see it was south 
of the port, but by how far no one could tell. 

The barometer was now dropping like a 
stone. 

We powered through the heads at the 
entrance to Richards Bay just as the wind 
began to pick up to 15kts, and we could 
smell the storm in the air. We had made it 
with an hour or less to spare. No one spoke.

We tied up in the main port alongside a big 
old fishing vessel and the skipper came 
out and said ‘you better put extra mooring 
lines on guys, there’s a bit of a storm 
coming’, everyone started laughing. I told 
the bemused gnarly old salt ‘yes I know, 
we have just run 750nm over five days and 
beaten it here by an hour’.’ Good job’ he 
said, ‘I reckon this one will be real nasty’. 
He was right.

By the time we had finished tying White 
Dragon up, the wind was 25kts, it hit 50kts 
as the barman served the beer up, and blew 
at 65-75kts until dawn. We stayed in the 
pub for a while that night.

On one nine-day passage from Nosy Bee, 
Mozambique to Durban, South Africa, we 
had planned a stop of 12 hours at an atoll 
reef called Bassa Da India, to dive the 
surrounding deep-sea pinnacles. All of the 
crew were experienced divers and we were 
all very excited at the prospect of diving 
this reef, which is hundreds of miles from 
the nearest land. 

After three days sailing, as we began to 
approach the atoll, to my great concern 
when I downloaded the weather charts for 
the next five days, I saw that a ‘weather 
bomb’ ( an intense but small depression ) 
was developing down at The Cape of Good 
Hope. 

I had been warned about this kind of 
weather system and had witnessed first 
hand the dramatic effects these ‘weather 
bombs’ can generate: While planning a 
departure from Nelson in New Zealand 
to Sydney, a similar weather system had 
developed in Tasmania, throwing weather 
fronts across seven hundred miles of the 
Tasman Sea.

We stayed in port for a few days to let it 
blow through.

Indeed it was a ‘weather bomb’ depression 
that wreaked havoc in the ill-fated Sydney-
Hobart Race in 1998.

I said nothing, but rechecked the forecast 
six hours later, only to find, to my 
consternation, the storm was following 
precisely the direction and pattern I had 
been warned about, it was deepening and 
following a curving track hugging the coast 
around the Cape going east.

I checked the plotter, I had 750nm to run to 
Durban and so did the storm,
it was moving at about 5.5kts. I calculate 
my daily run distances based on 7.5kts, 
we normally do more, but it’s best to be 
conservative.

Out-running the storm
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The man 
who never 

stops 
sailing

Many consider ocean legend, 
John Kretschmer, the world’s 

greatest authority on blue water 
sailing. As he prepares for his 

longest voyage to date: a five-year 
circumnavigation, Dick Durham 

manages to catch him off watch...

Sailors’ stories
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Sailors’ stories

Click. When the numbers on John 
Kretschmer’s sailing odometer reached 
300,000 miles, he stopped counting. ‘It 
seems absurd to keep tallying miles. I have 
nothing to prove and I am not convinced 
they matter that much. They define sailing 
as the distance between landfalls as if 
the land’s edge defines the ocean and our 
relationship with it…but it’s the in-between 
that matters…that’s where the magic 
lurks.’ So speaks a man to whom the world 
of blue water sailors turn for training; he 
has made over 130 offshore passages with 
neophytes paying up to 12,000 US $ a time. 
As an orator and a lecturer, yachts-men/
women all over the globe, from the Royal 
Hong Kong Yacht Club to the world’s oldest, 
the Royal Cork in Ireland, have booked him 
for lectures. The prestigious magazine, 
National Geographic, described him as ‘a 
sailing guru.’  Even cadets at the US Naval 
Academy take semesters for his guidance. 

What makes Kretschmer different from 
so many hoary, old shellbacks* is that the 
sea has turned him into a sage. Just about 
anything he writes or says strikes you as 
authentic, intuitive: the Truth. Any man 
who can pen: ‘There is nowhere to hide at 
sea and the image that reflects back at you 
from the face of a steel blue wave is brutally 
honest. To thrive at sea, you must take 
stock of who you are, not who you want to 
be. There’s no pretending out there,’  has a 
soul nurtured by the ocean.

(* an old or veteran sailor)

I manage to catch the 62-year-old voyager 
aboard Quetzal, his Kaufman 47 cutter, as 
he organises paying hands for ‘the big one’ 
as he puts it, a five-year longitudinal as 
well as latitudinal circumnavigation, well 
almost, the longitudinal legs will take in 
Greenland and Antarctica, the east-west 
legs, Polynesia to South Africa. It all starts 
in January 2021 with his wife Tadji, sailing 
with him as mate.

‘I started as a dinghy sailor,’ the Detroit-
born skipper tells me, ‘we had a little 
Sunfish when I was 12 or 13 and then briefly 
a Sabre 28 on the Great Lakes, where the 
seed was planted.’

His father died suddenly and unexpectedly, 
which brutally underlined a sense of 
mortality in the young Kretschmer, who 
dropped out of college, where he was a 
successful athlete and instead took to 
reading all the sailing magazines and books 
he could get his hands on.

Sir Francis Chichester’s book, Gipsy Moth 
Circles the World, was one. ‘I read it like 
it was the bible. Looking at that picture of 
Gipsy Moth rounding Cape Horn with just 
a spitfire jib stayed with me.’ Sailing Alone 
Around the World, by his fellow American, 
Joshua Slocum, was another, but his all-
time favourite remains, Alone through the 
Roaring Forties, by Argentinian sailor, Vito 
Dumas.

By his late teens he was brimming with the 
adventures of Bernard Moitessier, Robin 
Knox-Johnston and later Trevor Robertson, 
sailor of the steel gaffer Iron Bark, who 
was to become a good friend. He was also, 
by now, broke, but his mother, Leanne, 
told him: ‘Whatever you make sailing in 
six months I will match.’ Kretschmer had 
discovered he was a natural athlete but he 
recalled the sailors he’d seen on the Great 
Lakes; ‘middle-aged men screaming at 
each other while racing,’ and knew that 
competitive sailing was not the sort of 
sailing he wanted to be involved in.  

He bought an engineless yacht, a Bristol 
27, shipped it to Florida and learned tidal 
sailing as he ‘ran aground on every sandbar 
from Miami to Key West,’ often jumping 
overboard to push her off. He also learned 
celestial navigation which led to him 
teaching others at a navigation school.

Kretschmer began to earn a living 
delivering yachts. In time he would deliver 
yachts from his adopted home in Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida to Japan, Indonesia 
and the Baltic Sea. In 20 years of deliveries 
he has made two Pacific and 26 Atlantic 
crossings. In one period of 10 years, he 
spent only 30 days ashore! His adventures 
have included sailing into a Yemeni coup, 
surfing waves in a Gulf Stream storm and 
drifting for weeks in a dead Pacific calm.

It was in 1984 he gained worldwide fame 
for his passage in Gigi, a Contessa 32, from 
New York to San Francisco, doubling Cape 
Horn east-about, the ‘wrong way’. During 
this passage, he came close to death when 
Gigi was knocked down in an ‘awesome’ 
storm and the mast went 130 degrees 
from vertical. Kretschmer was thrown 
overboard, but as the boat came up his 
harness flicked him straight back on deck 
as, ironically, there was now no guardrail 
to prevent his return; the sea had caught 
the dodger and flattened the stanchions to 
the toe-rail. Having rounded the Horn, he 
spent 75 days on one leg, without coming 
ashore, thanks to an El Nino calm, a feat 
of Confucian mental rigour in a boat as 
confined as a Contessa 32.

‘The appeal of offshore voyaging is 
challenging to explain, even to some 
fellow sailors,  who think the notion of 
spending days or weeks at sea is a form 
of waterboarding, some kind of self-
inflicted torture,’ he says, ‘but for those of 
us who understand, who relish intimacy 
with the untamed wilderness that is the 
ocean and embrace self-reliance and 
individual expression while accepting the 
dispassionate whims of Neptune, this is the 
good life.’
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Sailors’ stories

Nevertheless, as he looks back over that 
passage, he says: ‘We were in way over 
our heads and it was the Contessa 32 
which bailed us out time and again.’ That’s 
because, even though small, she was the 
right boat, with an integral keel and skeg-
hung rudder, features which Kretschmer 
now refuses to sail without. When they 
arrived in San Francisco it was a ‘slow news 
day,’ as he modestly puts it, and he and his 
crew achieved a certain notoriety on TV 
and in the press. From it came a book, in 
1986, Cape Horn to Starboard, which proved 
very popular especially in the UK where the 
Contessa 32 was born and where 800 were 
launched.

Other books have followed including his 
best-seller, Flirting with Mermaids, which 
to date has sold more than 50,000 copies 
worldwide and which covers yarns funny 
and tragic garnered from his years as a 
delivery skipper. Kretschmer has sold 
the film rights to Sailing a Serious Ocean 
and also At the Mercy of the Sea, the 
sympathetically narrated, but harrowing 
story of three sailors who ploughed into 
Hurricane Lenny.

His latest book Sailing to the Edge of Time 
is reviewed in Ocean Sailor this month (see 
Mariner’s Bookshelf).

Now, as he prepares for next year’s great 
adventure, he tells me: ‘These passages are 
anything but a sailing school, instead they 
are a shared adventure, which empowers 
people.’

He takes stock of his trusty yacht Quetzal, 
named after a tropical bird which looks like 
a cross between a parrot and a woodpecker. 
The Kaufman 47 has an integral keel, skeg-
hung rudder, features that Kretschmer 
considers mandatory for any boat that will 
cross oceans,  she also has a raked stem and 
sawn-off counter and relatively shallow 
draught, so she’s not too long-legged for 
estuarine exploration. Kretschmer has 
sailed her hard: at least 8,000 miles every 
12 months for the last 16 years, including 
10 Transatlantics and lately he has been 
weighing the options of a replacement in 
the not-too-distant future. 

I asked him what he would go for, come the 
day?

‘The Kraken 50 is the perfect boat for 
me and my business.  I really share Dick 
Beaumont’s philosophy about yachts. What 
I admire about him is that he never trots 
out that old line about every boat being 
a compromise. He knows what he knows 
through hard sailing and that is not about 
compromise. The Kraken yachts are super 
cool, their starting position is based on 
maximum seaworthiness, but they are also 
really functional and great-looking too. 
They are undoubtably the best blue water 
sailing yacht in production today.’

‘The trend of the major yacht 
manufacturers today is that they are 
producing flat water sailing boats with 
the emphasis on accommodation, calling 
every white piece of plastic a blue water 
yacht, just following the fashion of the day. 
They all do it and it comes to something 
when a Hallberg-Rassy and an Amel are no 
different to a Jeanneau!’

As for the twin rudder concept, Kretschmer, 
pulls no punches: ‘I’ve sailed the lower 
end production boats with the twin 
rudder system and they sail so poorly…the 
performance is so disappointing. It’s as 
though the manufacturers have said: “Well 
you’ve got two of them so they only need to 
be half the size”!’

Off the coast of Maine there are two 
million, three hundred thousand lobster 
pots, and, says, Kretschmer: ‘If you take 
your eye off the horizon for 30 seconds, 
you’ll have an encounter with one of them.’ 
Some friends of his with a Garcia 47, also 
with un-skegged twin rudders, had to cut 
lobster pot wires free three times in one 
season off that coastline. ‘And each time 
that required diving over the side in cold 
water. What they would have done if they 
couldn’t dive, who knows’?

I tell Kretschmer how I’ve covered stories 
in the past about inexperienced couples 
setting off to cross an ocean, losing their 
steering, and calling emergency services 
for assistance. Amazingly  when it arrived,  
they called their insurance company to 
make sure their policy was met, before 
abandoning their craft.

‘That attitude drives me insane,’ he says, 
‘it’s the same with those who doggedly 
follow weather predictions. I silently cheer 
when an unexpected blow rolls in! My good 
friend Trevor Robertson always tells people 
to ask themselves this: “Would I go if I 
knew rescue was not an option?”’
Finally, Kretschmer tells me it was the 
death of his father that set the clock ticking 
for him: ‘You can’t trust time. You must 
live as profoundly and honestly as you 
can. What can be more important than 
managing your allotment of time?’

As he speaks I sense the chill shadow of the 
scythe over my own span…

They are 
undoubtably 
the best blue 
water sailing 
yacht in 
production 
today.
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Satellites, 
Systems & 
Software

Technical & Equipment

By Tom Cooper
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Technical & Equipment

All owners should consider these 
key points, before getting into the 
technicalities:

Crew expectations
Requirement for connectivity?

Destination to explore
Where, remote or populated regions?

Communication needs
Emergency, weather and emails or highly 
active internet users?

There is no silver bullet to being connected 
unless you’re prepared to throw a lot of 
money at it, but by assessing the points 
above you’ll be able to focus on selecting 
communication equipment which 
incorporates a Satcom unit and service 
provider that’s relevant to your situation.

Everyone will require different contact 
support.

You may prefer not to be located or in touch 
except in an emergency, or for “core needs 

and  weather.” You may be a business owner 
who wants to cruise while staying in touch 
with the office, or you may want to stream 
Netflix in the Doldrums! Whatever the 
demand, there is equipment and a level of 
service plans that will accommodate your 
requirements.

My suggestion is to integrate a combination 
of technologies to take advantage of low-
cost options when they are available.

Marina systemsIn shore systems

On-board Systems
Off shore systems

Core
systems

13



Technical & Equipment

Free is always best! Great if available at the 
speeds you require. There are worthwhile 
WiFi signal boosters that can assist, but 
beware Marina WiFi networks can be 
patchy, limited, or overloaded and may 
require payment before you can log on.

Handheld – The smallest of systems 
There are a few competitive options 
in this sector, but Iridium Handhelds 
lead the market. Good for distress 
voice and can be used for small bytes 
of weather and text data. Ideal as an 
emergency back-up. 
 
Priced between €650 to €2100 but 
beware it could take one hour to 
transmit or receive 1Mb of data….
@ €1.3 / min.

FBB Fleet Broadband 
Similar performance to Certus, older 
technology but with the advantages 
of tracking antenna for pinpoint 
and faster signal - equipment and 
installation costs are more expensive. 
More moving parts so higher service/
maintenance costs.

VSAT 
The fastest broadband speeds with 
tracking antenna. More costly 
equipment and plans. The equipment 
can range from €15-20,000 and 
installation will double that cost. 
Can be paired with Certus for back-
up when the VSAT internet is not 
available.

Omni/directional antenna systems
Most cruisers requirements are 
covered by either:

NB Its important to check system maps for coverage of where you’re sailing. Prices are industry 
estimates only and exclude installation.

Inmarsat Fleet One (not Fleet 
Broadband) 
Over 100x faster (150Kb) than 
handheld and data price per Mb 
will be approx 10% of a hand-held. 

Equipment price €2900-€4500.  

Approx average monthly airtime 
cost €60-€300 (courtesy of Ed 
Wildgoose of Mailasail)
Good for email, weather, 
Whatsapp and small attachments 
– expensive if used for regular 
web browsing. 

Iridium Certus 
Almost 5 x faster than Fleet One 
(700 Kbit)

Equipment price approx €7,500.
Approx average monthly airtime 
cost €300-€1,500 (courtesy of Ed 
Wildgoose of Mailasail.

Great for unlimited large weather 
files, business emails and 
attachments,and a bit of browsing 
in modest amounts.
Requires care and cost to set-up 
and integrate well.

A)

B)

4G/4Gs/5G/ LTE via Sim card. Usually a 
better connection than WiFi, familiar, 
reliable technology assuming you’re in 
range. Signal boosters can extend the range 
and using local SIM cards in foreign waters 
reduces the costs, but 4G is not always 
suitable for bulk data.

You’re about to explore the truly remote 
waters of blue water cruising and with 
Satcom you can stay connected.

Back to the key points – where and what 
connectivity do you require?

Simply:  
• Time x Bandwidth speed (therefore 

equipment & plan) = Costs
• Providers and equipment have a variety 

of different speeds, satellite types 
(orbiting or geostationary) and coverage 
areas.

It must be understood that the data cost is 
related to the equipment operating speed 
and the longer you are hooked up to the 
satelitte the higher your data cost will be 
per Kb.

Marina Wi-FI Cellular Network

Satellite comms

Option levels of 
Satellite comms

2

3

4

1
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Satellite
Phone

Internet
Router

Yacht
Satellite

Technical & Equipment

Simple Integration & Easy Use

Watch out for LEO!

Now you have carefully selected a Satcom 
to suit your requirements and are ready to 
integrate it into a whole system – keep the 
installation simple and user interface easy.

Avoid spending your cruising adventure 
being “that IT guy”. You just want to get 
online and check on the weather, emails or 
friends.
 
There are good options for connecting 
and integrating a system with a reliable 
interface and plug and play equipment 
solutions. 

“The New Space Race”, planned 
constellations of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
satellites are in rapid development by 
companies like Elon Musk’s Space X, 
OneWeb, Amazon etc.

Example: Red Box Pro from Mailasail, as 
tested in world-wide cruising by Kraken 
Yachts.

Integrates:
• WiFi (can be fitted with booster)
• WiFi router, USB. LAN, Sat Phone, 

connections
• 4G (can be fitted with a booster and 

accept multiple slots for local SIM)
• You can have one SIM for owner and 

another for charter guests
• Your own choice of satellite system 
• Compatible with Iridium, Inmarsat, 

Thuraya XT, Globalstar, VSat, FBB

Assuming it doesn’t pollute the night sky, 
or replicate it as a Tesla dashboard, 
it may revolutionionise remote 
communications and hopefully will lower 
the costs of communication and hardware.

www.itu.int/en/myitu/
News/2020/08/18/07/51/Uncertainties-
high-speed-Internet-low-earth-orbit-
LEO-satellite-broadband

• Inbound and outbound firewall and 
spam filters

• Connect to NMEA Data - position
• Pull up AIS on your devices
• Auto self configures all – plug in your 

equipment and play
• You select the cheapest connection
• Mailasail ® Roam-Free email and 

weather communications
• Simple cost control prevents expensive 

mistakes

You can either specify the system parts 
separately and connect to Red Box or have 
Red Box/Kraken Yachts (on new builds) 
provide a drop-in, whole of boat system.

Next month, Part 2

Grib file download programs for weather 
charting and onboard computer hardway 
solutions for displaying them.
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And Dr Chris Chandler FRCOG

Part TWO: What medicines do we need to take?

By Major Henry Chandler MBChB, MRCS, DMCC

Dealing with medical 
emergencies at sea.

Worse 
things CAN 
happen
at sea
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Medical Feature

Seasickness 
Sturgeron

Antihistamines

Aspirin

Antibiotics

Imodium 
Loperamide

Ibuprofen 
Nurofen

This month we consider the medicines 
you should consider taking with you on a 
significant ocean passage.

Be realistic in what you take. Hopefully, 
you will never need any of these, but if you 
stock it make sure you know what it is for, 
what else it can be used for, and when it 
goes out of date.

Most seasickness tablets will cause 
drowsiness. In general, seasickness is a 
self-limiting condition as the inner ear 
adjusts. Remember it used to take Nelson 
three days at sea before he felt ok! An 
alternative to tablets is Hyoscine patches 
(Scopaderm) available without prescription. 
The only remedy that works immediatly on 
all people is to sit under a tree.

Chlorphenamine, Cetirizine, Loratidine. 
Invariably the more beautiful a part of 
the world is, the more likely you are to 
encounter biting or stinging beasts. These 
drugs work by reducing the bodies reaction 
to an assault such as a bite or sting, and 
form part of the treatment for anaphylaxis 
(shock).

A pain killer, anti-inflammatory and anti-
platelet (blood thinner) medication. A 
multi-purpose drug like this should be in 
every med-kit.  The 300mg tablet can be 
taken at a dose of 300-600mgs 4 hourly for 
pain. Always take with or just after eating 
as Aspirin can cause stomach ulcers and 
bleeding, especially at maximum dose. 
Aspirin should also be given in a suspected 
heart attack and continued at 300mgs twice 
a day until medical care is sought. Not to be 
used on the under 16s.

Carrying them on board is always a 
matter of great debate. They are certainly 
not a ‘cure-all’ for infections. Rinsing a 
superficial wound in copious amounts 
of seawater will be far more effective at 
removing bacteria than any antibiotic. That 
said, having a two week supply of a few 
broad-spectrum antibiotics could be (and 
has been) the difference between somebody 
surviving an infection or not.

As always, qualified medical aid should 
be used if at all possible, but as we know, 
that’s not so easy in remote parts of the 
world or when crossing an ocean. It is worth 
considering that with the sat comm links 
we are discussing in this edition of Ocean 
Sailor, assistance can always be found by 
satellite link.

Flucloxacillin (Penicillin based): Skin and 
soft tissue infections - 500mgs every 6 
hours x 7(minimum) -14 days. 

Co-Amoxiclav (Penicillin based): 
Abdominal, urinary tract, tooth, ear and 
eye pain with fever - 625mgs every 8 hours 
x 7-14 days.

Clarithromycin (Non Penicillin based):  
Abdominal, urinary tract, tooth, ear, eye, 
skin and soft tissue infections - 500mgs 
every 12 hours x 7-14 days.

Doxycycline (Non Penicillin based): Fever/
Infection with no clear focus - 200mgs 
(first day) then 100mgs daily x 7-14 days.

The actual antibiotic you give may vary, 
but if you are a long way from help and 
somebody is unwell with a fever, give 
whatever antibiotics you have whilst 
planning the shortest route to safety.

Effective over the counter treatment for 
diarrhoea.

An effective anti-inflammatory medication. 
Take 400mgs three times a day with or 
after food (as it can cause stomach ulcers/
bleeding). 

What medicines 
do we need to 
take?
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Paracetamol 
Acetominophen 
in US
An effective painkiller, anti-inflammatory 
and anti-pyrexial (fever-reducing) 
medication. Two things should not be 
underestimated about paracetamol: It is 
one of the most effective drugs at reducing 
pain (not eradicating) and also one of the 
most dangerous in overdose. It is best used 
in combination with other painkillers. Take 
1g (2 x 500mg tablets) four times a day no 
closer than 4 hours apart.

Medical Feature

Tramadol
Tramadol is a controlled drug in many 
countries and isn’t available over the 
counter. If you speak to your doctor and 
explain you are travelling to a remote 
location without easy access to medical 
support, they will probably prescribe you 
some medications including Tramadol, for 
a fee. This is because Tramadol is available 
as an intramuscular preparation but is 
less tightly regulated than other powerful 
analgesics e.g Morphine. That said as a 
strong synthetic opiate painkiller it will be 
subject to strict legislation and possession 
without a valid prescription will likely incur 
a penalty. The dose is 50-100mg every 4-6 
hours to a maximum of 400mg in 24 hrs. 
Side effects are as with other opiates and 
commonly include drowsiness, nausea, 
vomiting, constipation, dizziness, low blood 
pressure etc.
gov.uk/travelling-controlled-drugs

Codeine

Diclofenac 
Voltarol

Oral Rehydration 
Salts Dioralyte, 
ORT, ORS

Codeine is a weak opiate-based painkiller, 
as such, it is subject to legislation based 
on strength and preparation. Check the 
regulations specific to countries you are 
in/travelling to as improper possession 
can attract heavy penalties. Tends to be 
more effective in treating visceral (internal 
organs) pain than headaches etc. Take 
30-60mgs four times a day. At maximum 
dose side effects are likely, particularly in 
those who have never taken it before. These 
include nausea, vomiting, drowsiness and 
constipation. It often comes in combined 
preparations with paracetamol (CoCodamol 
30/500 is 30mg of codeine with 500mg of 
paracetamol in one tablet). Never exceed the 
stated dose of paracetamol (4g in 24hrs).
gov.uk/travelling-controlled-drugs

A strong anti-inflammatory, effective in the 
treatment for musculoskeletal pains and 
other inflammatory conditions eg sinusitis, 
dental pain etc. Usually only available via 
a pharmacy. Take 50mg three times a day 
with or after food (as it can cause stomach 
ulcers/bleeding).

A combination of salts and sugar designed 
for ease of absorption to treat dehydration.  
Diarrhoea, vomiting and fevers can quickly 
lead to dehydration which increases the 
severity and duration of many illnesses. 
Flat Coca-Cola is a good alternative if none 
of the other preparations are available.

Please Note Some of the drugs listed above, not only Tramadol, may be on controlled drugs list in your 
country of arrival. You may need to declare them on arrival at customs. Check with the customs 
department by email before you arrive.

Talk to your GP. They may be willing to 
help with the antibiotics and painkillers 
requiring prescriptions. They will probably 
charge a fee.

There are now a number of “online 
pharmacies” available, some of which 
specialise in providing meds for travel/
expeditions.

Your best bet is to invite a sea-loving 
medical friend to join you on the trip. We 
can be available at short notice!

Obtaining 
medicines 
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Understanding 
Yacht Design
A three-part series: Part 1

Technical & Equipment

Filip Sochaj takes us through the complex 
matrix that lies behind hull configuration, 
form and stability.
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Technical & Equipment

‘I can prove anything by statistics except the truth’ 
George Canning

The numbers behind yacht design

Ballast Ratio

In recent years the yachting industry has 
become very focused on quoting statistics 
and ratings. While numbers, or algorithms 
help analyse characteristics or elements 
of a yacht, so a picture can be built of 
how the yacht may perform in certain 
circumstances, none of these statistics 
alone can be used to evaluate the perfect 

Many people will have heard of ballast 
ratios, SA/Disp ratios (sail area to 
displacement ratio), AVS (angle of vanishing 
stability), Brewer’s Motion Comfort and 
STIX to name just five. Some may also know 
of Cwp (waterplane coefficient), Cb (block 
coefficient) and Cp (prismatic coefficient). 

I realise many others have previously given 
a description of each of the ratios, be it long 
or short, but hardly anyone outside the 
industry’s specific yacht design literature, 
has tried to explain why they exist, or what 
they really tell us. I hope to throw some 
light on them all, so that the numbers 
generated can be properly understood from 
a layman’s perspective. 

I will discuss, why having a Ballast ratio 
around 30% is considered to be important 
and why that is not always the stability 

The first ratio to take on is the ballast ratio. 
This is simply: how much of the yacht’s 
overall displacement comes from the 
ballast. 

The general rule is for the yacht to be in 
the 30%-40% bracket. It is often believed 
that the higher the ballast ratio the stiffer 
the boat, this can be true, but not always, 
because ballast ratio doesn’t account for 
how the mass is distributed. When looking 
at what makes the boat heel and what 
prevents it heeling, we are looking at forces, 
and forces create moments based on where 

yacht for blue water cruising. It’s a different 
story for racing yachts where designers 
know they have to design a yacht to win, 
considering the defined racing rules, but 
a blue water yacht needs many different 
attributes to qualify for the title ‘perfect 
blue water yacht’.

indicator it is assumed to be. Why to get 
Cat.A (ocean class) in CE you need the STIX  
value to be at least 32, but an accepted rule 
of thumb is that the STIX should be at least 
the yacht length in feet. How, at the same 
time, a yacht with a STIX of 34 can be a 
proven ocean going design with the same 
capability as a yacht of the same length as 
one with a STIX of 58. Finally, those who 
are more interested in boat design will 
know that Cp should be around 0.53-54 for 
cruising yachts, but why do many boats 
perform well with a Cp of only 0.6?

It is my belief that there is a difference 
between knowing and understanding, 
and it always serves the potential yacht 
purchaser best to have the latter, especially 
when things are not as black and white as 
we would like them to be in a perfect world.

they act. Simply put, the force of the wind 
acting on the sail x the height of the sail’s 
centre of effort is what makes the boat heel. 
It is then the ballast’s job to counter that. 
Thanks to gravity, the ballast has a force of 
its own, but where is it acting from? If it is 
acting from the bottom of the keel it will 
have a long lever arm, so the moment will 
be high, but if it is in the bilge the moment 
will be much lower. 

Therefore we can have a situation where 
two yachts of the same ballast ratio, 
say 35%, have extremely different 

Our objective in this article is to explain 
what the various numbers and the groups 
of statistics mean and how a prospective 
yacht owner should interpret these.

The ratios we will talk about in this series: 

1. Ballast ratio
2. SA/Disp and Disp/L ratio
3. Cb and Cp
4. Form stability
5. Brewers motion comfort
6. Dellenbaugh angle
7. AVS
8. STIX
9. P.S - VPP, more on moments and why 

designing a yacht by parametrics is a 
bad idea. 

characteristics. This is why, when a boat 
builder offers a short keel version of a 
yacht, you should see that he has increased 
the amount of ballast in it. If he hasn’t, then 
it should be something to keep in mind. 
Has the builder adjusted the rig, or is the 
shallow draft version only available with 
such interior layout that mitigates the lost 
righting moment? Or is the intent to accept 
poorer sailing characteristics for the benefit 
of lesser draft? You can run round this 
argument a hundred ways, but it will distill 
back to the same discussion.
What do you want to do with your yacht?
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Technical & Equipment

Ballast Ratio (Continued)

Another aspect of the ballast ratio which 
strictly relates to cruising boats is its 
relation with added load. In most cases 
the ballast ratio is given when the vessel 
is empty, known as lightship, to elevate 
the numbers. Moreover, it is most likely 
that the yacht is designed to perform 
optimally in her lightest condition, which 
makes sense for racers and racer-cruisers. 
Blue water cruisers or anyone who loads 
for a longer voyage will never operate at 
lightship condition. This can mean that 
a light displacement yacht which was 
designed to operate at, let’s say, 32% ballast 
ratio, when loaded with people, gear, fuel, 
water, and provisions has now got a ballast 
ratio of 25% or less. On our K50 we allow 
for 4,000kg of added load. This might 
seem a lot but it corresponds with the 
reality of world cruising where sometimes 

your only chance to get a replacement 
alternator for your engine is if you took 
one in the first place. The added weight of 
the load translates to the ballast ratio in a 
K50 from 38% at lightship to 32 % at full 
load, because we have designed the yacht 
forecasting this load, it doesn’t create a 
stability issue. 

On the extreme end, we have a Beneteau 
Oceanis 51.1, (also a CE Cat A yacht !), which 
starts off with a ballast ratio of 24% at 
lightship, because it only displaces 13,900kg 
at lightship and relies heavily on form 
stability. When you add the load, it would 
need to go off cruising, the ballast ratio will 
have dropped to less than 18%. Although 
it’s very low ballast has some compensation 
from the form stability created by the 
superwide stern delta shape, it’s still far too 

low to be considered suitable for blue water 
cruising.  

The main point about ballast ratio, is that 
as an exclusive statistic it doesn’t tell you 
much about how the boat will behave. It 
merely gives you an indication of what 
to expect in consideration with other 
statistics. Remember also that ballast ratio 
only tells you how much lead or steel there 
is in the keel, but not where it is, which is 
just as important. On the other hand, when 
you also know the lightship displacement, 
with some very quick maths you can 
determine how well a given yacht will 
carry a cruising load. This generally means 
that the heavier the boat is the easier it 
is to “swallow” the added mass without 
feeling it.
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SA/Disp and Disp/L Ratio
Sail Area/Displacement and Displacement/
Length Ratios are two more useful numbers 
used a lot in the yachting industry. 

This ratio gives an idea of the yacht’s speed 
potential. The lower the number the more 
speed potential the yacht has. By looking at 
the equation it is easy to see that there are 
two variables, Displacement and Waterline 
Length. To reduce the D/L we have to 
increase the denominator or decrease 
the numerator. The numerator is the 
displacement and the denominator is the 
waterline length. If we consider boats of the 
same length, the denominator will stay the 
same and our only scope for change is the 
numerator which is the displacement. This 
makes sense; lighter boats are generally 
faster. 

They also often serve as bases for more 
complex analysis so it is important to fully 
understand what they mean. I have put 

Two things to note here:

1. Much like the ballast ratio, the D/L will 
be affected by the added cruising load. A 
heavier boat will soak up the added load 
without much change to its performance. 

2. Because the D/L works off the waterline 
length it is only indicative for when 
the yacht is sailing vertically or close 
to vertical. As soon as the yacht heels 
the length changes and the D/L value 
changes, too. This is especially true for 
boats with bigger overhangs and flares. 
A classic example of this is the J Class 
yachts which have extreme overhangs, 
therefore, when comparing yachts it is 
important to know what shape of hull 
they are. 

them together in one section as principally 
they both have a direct effect on how fast 
the yacht can go.

For a cruiser specific scenario, we have to 
consider operating in heavier seas. In such 
conditions a heavier boat will behave in a 
more sea-kindly manner to the sailor, as a 
well “embedded” hull in the water will be 
more resistant to jumping out of the water 
and slamming in a seaway. D/L ratio is very 
well suited for this assessment. Generally 
speaking anything under 200 is considered 
to be on the racing side. Adjusting for the 
harsher conditions out there, 250-350 
is where you want to be for a blue water 
cruiser. To take the K50 as an example, she 
is sitting at 259 full load, so she sails well 
but gives none of her seaworthiness away to 
achieve performance.

Disp/L Ratio

Technical & Equipment
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This ratio measures the relationship 
between the sail area and the displacement 
of the yacht. Just like previous numbers , 
it is heavily affected by the displacement 
and, more importantly, the change in 
displacement between the lightship and 
full load. Over the years this ratio has 
seen an upwards trend, these days a well-
performing cruiser is looking at a SA/
Disp value in the range of 18-22 while, not 
even 20 years ago, this was still racing 
boat territory. This is mostly due to the 
improvements in materials and technology 
which allows for such boats to be made at 
a reasonable price. The other reason is that 
people want to sail fast. The flip side is that 
a boat with a high SA/Disp will always be 
more lively and require more skill than a 
more docile yacht with a lower SA/Disp. 

However, as with everything, just having 
the number is one part of the story. In 
theory, the SA should be given as an area 

of the mainsail + 100% of the foretriangle. 
Unfortunately, manufacturers often quote 
the whole sail area, including jib or genoa 
overlaps, to maximise the SA/Disp number. 
Moreover, you need to look at the actual rig 
being talked about, is it a high aspect rig 
with tall sails or is it a shorter mast that 
makes up the area by means of long foot 
measurements? For the same surface area, 
a high aspect sail will be more efficient and 
generate more lift with a centre of effort 
closer to the mast. How far is the centre of 
effort for the sails from the waterline? The 
higher the centre, the more force from the 
wind will go into heeling the boat and less 
into driving it, which in turn, means the 
ballast must work harder - must be heavier/
deeper - to keep her vertical when a gust 
comes. 

All that said, it is always easier to reef 
than it is to fit a new rig and depending on 
your sailing style you should still have fun 

sailing at 8 knots wind speed without the 
need for the iron topsail (engine). 

As a parting note please remember that 
before you run off to measure how much 
that extra tin of baked beans will spoil your 
ballast ratio, again, none of the numbers 
discussed above have any value when 
looked at in isolation. They should always 
be studied together with other data and 
even then, as a person who is using/buying 
a boat, they will still mean little without 
looking at the actual boat! 

Part Two - November edition:
Cb, and Cp which directly affect form 
stability, Brewer’s Motion Comfort and the 
Dellenbaugh Angle.

Part Three - December edition:
The angle of vanishing stability and STIX. 
Bringing it all together.

SA/Disp Ratio

Technical & Equipment

The Ocean Sailor Knot of the month
The Dollymans or Truckers Hitch

Now pull down the 
tail of the hitch 
until good tension 
is achieved and 
secure with two 
half hitches

Make a turn 
around a cleat 
and bring end 
up to loop

Pull tight

Tie a slippery 
half-hitch in 
middle of rope 
to make a loop

Tie off at endThis is a very useful hitch for tying down 
loose canisters, drums, spars, or jerrycans, 
or for providing tension to a halyard that 
may be needed as an emergency rigging 
stay.

It’s origins, as with many knots, was on 
the square riggers where a line was needed 
to put further tension on rigging utilizing 
dolly’s ( wooden pegs ), that were stationed 
at various parts of the rope standing 
rigging.

It’s also called a truckers hitch because 
truckers used it to secure down cargo
on a trailer. 
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The birth of a

blue water 
yacht

September has been extremely 
busy as we see the deck mould 
and hull de-moulded.
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In-Build at Kraken

The yard crane is connected and takes the 
load of the hull whilst the two halves of the 

mould are disconnected.

Each side is removed and moved out of the 
way to leave the beautifully finished hull.

Once free, the design and shop floor teams 
check the hull. All very good.
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In-Build at Kraken

The hull is moved and lowered into position 
on a custom made cradle which will be her 

home until she is ready to hit the water.

The deck mould was released from the male 
plug and carefully lifted up and off.

The crane turns the deck mould over to rest 
on its pre-made structure.
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In-Build at Kraken

The team sets about preparing the deck 
mould for lamination. It is cleaned, waxed 

and polished prior to the gelcoat being 
applied. Plants are also inserted for the deck 

hatches and lockers.

With the structure completed whilst the 
hull was in the mould, the final bulkheads 
are installed in preparation for plumbing, 
system installation and interior fit out.

Internal structure showing the large master 
cabin space.
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In-Build at Kraken

With the aft cabin carpentry almost 
finished, the carpentry team started work 

on the galley.  Note the cold moulding of 
solid timbers for the door between the 

galley and master cabin.

The cabinetry for the galley is built and 
inserted into the galley mock up.

This photo shows the beautifully radiused 
corners of the handcrafted cabinetry.
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Sailing to the 
Edge of Time

Thames to 
Tahiti

Mariner’s 
Weather 
Handbook

Published by Adlard Coles 2019. This book 
could be entitled Zen and the Art of Sailing 
Boat Maintenance, as, like the famed tome, 
Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance, 
the author John Kretschmer is both poet 
and practitioner.

His philosophical take on blue water sailing 
leads him to deal with practical problems 
in a tangential manner. He will scare you in 
these pages, but leave you inspired.

Whether crossing the Atlantic or the 
Pacific, the open ocean always throws up 
challenges which Kretschmer always rises 
too. He is equally up to the job on land as 
well – with a narrow escape from a coup 
in Yemen, or deliverance from a coral reef 
off Belize. His crew pay for the privilege 
of learning at his side and have included a 
motley bunch from corporate executives to 
TV celebrities.

His yarns are threaded with practical tips 
and seamanship, but also reveal the pure 
satisfaction of a life being well lived.

Published by Rupert Hart-Davies 1951, First 
edition 1933. When Essex yachtsman Sidney 
Howard set off from a creek in Benfleet 
he had never even crossed the English 
Channel. This passage in Pacific Moon, a 
38ft gaff cutter took him 12,000 miles to 
the South Seas and by the time he got there 
he’d taught himself celestial navigation 
and many other hard-learned lessons of 
seamanship en route. He had truly earned 
the captain’s hat, collar and tie that he 
affected to wear when going ashore, as 
so many sailors of the 1920s and 30s did. 
Available on Amazon/eBay.

Published by Beowulf, 1998, First edition. 
This book covers the whole subject of 
weather; what makes it, how to read it, how 
to predict it ; jet stream to wave patterns, 
low pressure tactics to hurricane avoidance, 
and everything in between, Steve and Linda 
Dashew leave nothing out.

In over 200,000 miles of sailing they have 
seen less than 48 hours of serious weather 
as a result of their expertise, but as this 
indomitable pair say in the introduction: 
‘Weather is the ultimate variable...we 
feel it is always better to take the most 
conservative approach. This may result 
in a few extra miles sailed, or a delayed 
departure, but in the end, the passages are 
usually over more quickly...and are a lot 
more comfortable.’

By John Kretschmer By Sidney Howard

By Steve & Linda Dashew

This months recommended reading from the Editor
Mariner’s Bookshelf
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Travel & Discovery

Trystan Grace threads his way 
through this tapestry of exotic islands.

The Philippines.
Sailing the 
Coral carpet
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When you sup a drink at a marina bar in the 
Philippines (with more than 7,600 islands 
there are an awful lot of waterside bars to 
sup in, in this Pacific Ocean archipelago), 
you may find yourself getting unexpectedly 
tipsy. That’s because a double rum and coke 
is cheaper than a single and a triple is yet 
cheaper again for the simple reason that 
the locally distilled molasses cost a lot less 
to produce than Coca-Cola is to import. 
This neatly symbolises the changing 
international status facing the Philippines, 
as their long relationship with the US, 
militarily, culturally and economically, now 
faces serious competition from the east, 
with China’s rise and influence over south 
and east Asia. 

However, none of this alters the fact that 
the Philippines has hundreds of miles of 
white sandy beaches, acres of azure blue 
waters and idyllic cruising grounds.

Accessed most perfectly by yacht, affording 
the freedom to explore any bay at your 
heart’s content, the Philippines, while a 
long way from Europe or the US, from my 
home in Hong Kong, is a door-step paradise. 
I can be in the busy throng of Manila after 
just a two-hour flight or spot the Luzon 
coastline hoving into view on the horizon 
after a three-day sail. Because of its close 
proximity, I have often flown down for 
short breaks, using it as a stopping off 
point for sailing trips or for photography 
assignments. 

The north is very different from the south 
and each island or province has its own 
traditions and often a very different dialect. 
What remains consistent is the beautiful 
weather and friendly people who nearly 
all speak perfect English. Thanks to this, I 
have made some great friends when visiting 
these magical islands.

Many sailors feel they should avoid cruising 
the Philippines due to the typhoon belt, 
however, this only affects the northern 
region of the Philippines and normally 
only through the summer months, so can 
be avoided quite easily. Arriving from the 
north, your first real opportunity to clear 
in is Subic Bay. Certainly not the nicest part 

of the Philippines, it’s known for being a 
quick beach getaway for those living in 
downtown Manila some three hours’ drive 
away. The Subic Bay Yacht Club and Marina 
is just ok and a bit down at heel, but it’s a 
safe option for those wishing to clear in and 
stay a couple of nights to provision. It is also 
one of the best locations in the Philippines 
to leave your yacht if needs must take you 
away. 

Note from Dick Beaumont: Another 
location to leave your yacht seemingly, might 
be Manilla Yacht Club, but I would strongly 
recommend against this as the marineros are 
a bunch of crooks that will try to rip you off.

Travel & Discovery
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You get the first real taste of the tropical 
atmosphere upon reaching Puerto Galera on 
the northern shores of Mindoro. The main 
bay is accessible through two channels 
which helps provide very sheltered 
anchorages and it’s a good option as a 
typhoon bolt hole. There is a small yacht 
club, popular with cruising yachtsmen, as it 
enjoys excellent food and helpful, friendly, 
staff. Puerto Galera is quite touristy itself, 
being home to a cluster of resorts as it is 
easily accessible from Manila to the north 
and a short ferry ride from Batangas to the 
east. Head out of town to White Beach to the 
west to find more secluded spots. 

A predominantly rural island with scattered 
villages, the easiest way to explore is with 
a trike taxi and driver, essentially it’s a 
motorbike with a sidecar, they are cheap 
to hire, but not for the fainthearted. I hired 
one for a drive about an hour south to find 
the Aras Cave and Falls. The local villagers 
act as guides for a small fee and a friendly 
woman ushered me through the rural 
paths, stopping to show me the various 
fruits that grow around the village. The 
pools themselves are cool and were very 
welcome after my hike under the strong 
sun. 
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Further south of Mindoro, are two locations 
I recommend you spend the majority of 
your time exploring: Coron and El Nido, 
both in the province of Palawan, which 
sports the crystal clear waters and steep-
sided limestone rocks, iconic to the 
Philippines. For me there is little better 
than coming out on deck in the morning 
and diving off the transom into the warm, 
inviting waters.

Coron is the more northerly group of islands 
of the two and is an eclectic mix of tourist 
resorts and local villages. You can eat a 
hearty meal in an excellent local restaurant 
for around £3 or indulge in a more fancy 
touristy restaurant for around £30. We 
would recommend taking your dinghy to 
the excellent La Sirenetta restaurant for 
excellent Filipino food and to take in the 
magnificent sunset. Coron town is a great 
place to provision before exploring the 
islands, as it has a large vibrant fish, meat 
and vegetable market as well as lots of 
small but well stocked supermarkets. My 
advice would be to anchor off the eastern 
or northern shores of Uson Island, a stone’s 
throw from Coron town, however, be aware 
of the shallow waters in front of the town.

Above the water Coron is one of the 
most photogenic parts of the Philippines 
and below the waves, a collection of 12 
Japanese WW2 shipwrecks draw divers 
from around the world. Sunk by the US 
Navy during an attack on the Imperial 
Japanese Fleet. They now rest on the sea-
bed between 10-30 meters making them 
perfect for recreational divers. Chairman 
of Kraken Yachts, Dick Beaumont, a keen 
diver himself, took the plunge during 
White Dragon’s voyage from Hong Kong to 
Turkey. Dick anchored off Sangat Island and 
independently dived most of the wrecks 
which are nearly all intact, but some of 
the wrecks are difficult to find as they are 
surrounded with pearl farms. There are 
dozens of dive centres in Coron so if you’re 
short on time you could hook up with them 
to get straight out on the wrecks.
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health department before the formalities 
are completed. Take at least six photocopies 
of your passport with you. If you would like 
to visit and dive the Tubbataha Reef to the 
south, permits or day trips can be arranged 
from Puerto Princesa. 

If you are sailing down the west coastline 
and would like to clear out, I recommend 
anchoring in Ulugan Bay, southwest of 

Sabang. Go ashore at a concrete jetty at the 
south end of the bay and walk up to the 
track, through an army camp, to the road 
where you can pick up a jeepney. It’s a short 
ride over to the other side of the island to 
Puerto Princesa to organise formalities and 
provisioning. Don’t forget to take six copies 
of each passport.

Courtesy of Tripadvisor

Kraken Yachts have a very good friend, 
Andy Alford, in Coron. Andy lives aboard 
his lovely yacht Shah and he would be very 
happy to assist passing cruisers. He has a 
deep knowledge of the whole of the South 
East Asia sailing scene and has private 
moorings he is happy to rent out for very 
modest fees. Andy’s mobile is +63 917 271 
5757 his email is mail@andyalford.com.

A little further out from the town is Pearl 
Bay, another sheltered anchorage where 
other dive operators are based. Being a 
more remote part of Coron, you need to 
stock up before sailing here, unless you 
want a long dingy ride to resupply. The Al 
Faro Cosmio Hotel, to the south side of the 
bay is very cruiser-friendly and is a great 
place to pop in for a sundowner or meal.

On the northern point of Coron is Calauit 
Island which bizarrely is the home of the 
Calauit Safari Park, the brainchild of former 
president Ferdinand Marcos. More than 100 
African animals from eight species were 
brought by ship to the Philippines from 
Africa. Unfortunately, six of the species died 
out but the giraffe and zebra population 
have thrived. Other Filipino indigenous 
animals are now found in the park too, and 
yachtsmen can anchor off the island and 
visit via the park’s dock.

Southwest of Coron is the main island 
of Palawan with El Nido sitting at the 
northern tip. This stunning part of the 
world is generally not that busy, due to it 
being more difficult to access requiring 
flights, ferries and taxi or jeepney rides, 
unless you’re on a yacht of course! The lack 
of resort development means cruising on 
your own boat offers the freedom to explore 
parts most tourists will never get to see 
and there are literally hundreds of bays and 
islands awaiting your discovery. 

It is difficult to recommend one spot, as 
you can’t really go wrong. The western 
coast is generally a better option for 
yachts, as the waters are a little deeper. 
Maybe start with the Bacuit Archipelago, 
45 limestone outcrops providing shelter to 
idyllic lagoons, similar to those found in Ha 
Long Bay in Vietnam or Krabi in Thailand. 
Further south is Port Barton, an old fishing 
village that still holds a timeless charm, 
even with increasing tourism to the village.

The capital of Palawan is Puerto Princesa, 
the gateway to the island which is located 
on the southeastern coast of the island. 
Puerto Princesa is the only location to 
clear in and out of the Philippines before 
you head further south to Malaysia. I 
recommend stopping at the Abanico 
Yacht Club and Marina which is in a quiet 
location. Give yourself most of the day when 
clearing in/out as you will need to visit 
customs, port control, immigration and the 
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BOOK recommendation

The perfect cruising companion guide is 
Combing the Coral Carpet: Sailing Tales and 
the Cruising Guide to the Philippine Islands 
by Bruce Curran. Though currently out of 
print right, it will be available again soon 
thanks to support from Kraken 50 owner 
David Wilkinson, a close friend of the 
author. This comprehensive book provides 
information about weather patterns, 
anchorages, navigation information as 
well as many sailing yarns from his time 
exploring the Philippine archipelago. 

Unfortunately, Brace passed away 
earlier this year. We will be covering 
his adventures in Sailor’s Stories in a 
future issues.He had a fascinating life 
traversing some 16 countries on his Norton 

Whilst here, you can also visit the Puerto 
Princesa Subterranean River National Park, 
a mountainous region famous for its five-
mile underground river and cave system 
accessible with boat tours.

We would recommend you avoid cruising 
the area in the south of the Sulu Sea around 
Jolo Island. This area is known for piracy by 
Abu Saif and his extremist followers. Even 
with an American naval presence, there 
are still attacks and hijackings on boats or 
the neighbouring islands. This is however 
the only problematic area. The rest of the 
Philippines are as safe as they are beautiful. 

These are just some of the breathtaking 
locations I recommend but, in truth, you 
could spend months exploring other places 
like Borocay, the chocolate hills of Bohol, 
Malapascua Island, Tagaytay or Davao. I 
know yachtsmen who have spent up to six 
months in these islands and still feel they 
have only just scratched the surface.

Commando motorbike, from the UK to 
Pakistan, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, 
then hopping on a boat and heading to 
Brazil via Saint Helena.

Bruce also sailed some 35,000 miles on a 
40-year-old, 37 foot wooden ketch, which 
eventually took him to the Philippines in 
1988 and became a second home from his 
base in Hong Kong. He eventually moved to 
the Philippines and sailed some 8000 miles 
around the islands which inspired his book.

Jolo Island

Sulu Sea

Celebres Sea

Combing the Coral Carpet
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From The Galley

By Rob Beaumont

Lobster 
Linguine
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From The Galley

INGREDIENTS
• 100g Cubed Pancetta 

(guanciale is best) or bacon
• 10 -12 Finely diced shallots
• 2 Finely diced leeks
• 2 Finely diced sticks celery
• 3 Finely diced garlic cloves
• 6 - 8 Minced sun-dried 

tomatoes
• 100g Tomato purée 
• 6 - 8 Skinned plum tomatoes 

deseeded and diced

• 1/2 Tsp Cayenne pepper 
• 4 - 6 White peppercorns
• Parsley stalks & bay leaves 
• 1-3 Lobsters dependent on 

size.
• 100ml Brandy
• 75ml Pernod
• 150ml White Wine
• Lemon juice
• Salt and Pepper
• Tarragon

Locate the cross-shaped indentation on the back of the shell and stick 
a sharp knife in right through the carapace. Twist off the tails, claws 
and legs and drop them into boiling water for 15 seconds, no more. Lift 
out the pieces and plunge them into iced water until the shells feel cold. 
This helps the membrane separate the meat from the shell and makes it 
easier to get nice tidy flesh out unharmed. Use a rolling pin or hammer  to 
smash the claws to get at the flesh. Set on a plate, cover and chill.

Keep the shells and scrub them using a scourer, cleaning off any dirt. In 
your biggest frying pan heat a little olive oil and fry the shells for longer 
than you think. Longer than that. Longer, still. You need good colour and 
it takes a minimum of 10 minutes (glass of wine?).  In goes a big glug of 
brandy. Flame (do be careful). Once it dies down, add half a glass of dry 
white wine and cook until reduced by half. Cover with cold water, chuck 
in a bay leaf or two (parsley stalks and black peppercorns if you’re feeling 
clever) and bring to the boil. Once boiling, turn down the heat and cook 
for a maximum of 20 mins on a gentle boil, not too vigorously. Pass 
through a sieve to remove the shell and set into a pan to reduce by half. 
This takes a while. Once you’re done you’ll have about 500ml/750ml. It 
should be a good golden colour. Set aside. 
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In a new pan, preferably heavy-bottomed, make a sofrito using as many 
of the following as you can get your lobstery hands on:

• Cubed Pancetta (guanciale is best) or bacon 
• Finely diced shallots, leeks, celery & garlic
• Minced sun-dried tomatoes
• Tomato purée 
• Skinned plum tomatoes deseeded and diced
• Cayenne pepper 
• White peppercorns
• Parsley stalks & bay leaves

Cook it on a gentle heat setting for as long as you’ve got…the longer the 
better. lid on, stir gently now and then. Mine went for 2 hours. If you’re 
feeling smug, whizz half of it in a processor to give it a bit more ‘play’ 
on the pasta. Once you’re happy, add in your reduced stock and reduce 
further until it all tastes good enough. You’re almost there so it needs 
to taste good now. If it’s not strong enough, reduce further. Once you’re 
happy, add some lemon juice and season with salt and pepper, as you have 
been doing throughout.

For the pasta, bring a pan of water to the boil. Dice your lobster meat into 
nice olive-sized lumps but certainly not too small. Once the pasta is 2 
minutes away from being cooked, in another pan, sauté the lobster flesh 
in a little olive oil and/or butter, adding your tomato sauce to the frying 
pan ladle at a time until it’s all in. Likewise, once the pasta is cooked 
and drained, it too goes into the sauce and flesh pot, stirring to coat. 
The Italian’s are quite adamant about this: pasta goes into the saucepan. 
NOT the other way round. A little salt and white pepper to season, before 
putting on the lid and resting for 2 minutes. This helps the sauce get 
‘taken up’ by the pasta. A final toss in the pan and sprinkle with a little 
freshly chopped tarragon.

Serve in a bowl and enjoy with a 
glass of ice-cold dry white wine 
straight out the galley freezer - 
standard on all Kraken Yachts.
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